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As nuclear power develops and more reactors are built, there is strong

economic pressure to develop shipping casks which can be used to ship mul-

tiple fuel elements. Because of the high k-effeetive of individual fresh

fuel elements, putting more than one element in a cask presents the possi-

bility of the cask achieving criticality. Various strategems are used to

reduce this possibility, such as separating the fuel elements, placing

them in irregular patterns and interspersing poison between them. While

these all have the desired effect, they tend to change the cask to a system

unlike a reactor. This change places in question the calculational methods

used to compute k-effective for the cask, for while these methods have

been extensively validated for reactors, there has been little opportunity

to validate them for non-reactor systems. Another feature of shipping

casks is a thick, heavy metal shroud used for shielding gammas from

irradiated fuel elements. This shield, usually lead or depleted uranium,

forms a heavy metal reflector for the fuel elements in a cask and has no

counterpart in a reactor. Because some of the proposed casks have quite

high calculated k-effectives, the calculational techniques and the cross

sections used need to be validated against experiment. Such experiments

were carried out and this paper presents comparisons of Monte Carlo cal-
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dilations made using the KEKO code with the experimental results.

The initial item studied was that of the double heterogeneity of the

fuel pins caused by the spacing and irregular arrangement of the fuel

elements. The experiments consisted of making arrays of clusters of
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0.762 cm diameter fuel rods of 5j» enriched, uranium. Qy varying the spacing

between clusters, and by varying the number of rods in a cluster, it was

possible to study the effect of different self shielding approximations

in the multigroup cross sections used. Two different cross section sets

were used, the 16 group Eunsen-Roach set and a set based on ENDF/B Version

II data in the 123 group XSDRTT group structure. Cross sections not in

EHDF/B II were taken from the standard XSDRN library based on GAM and

THERMOS. In particular these first calculations showed that, while

assuming a fuel pin was part of an infinite lattice for self shielding

purposes was adequate for the 123 group cross sections, with 16 groups

it led to a spread of as much as 4# in the calculated k-effective. By

making a different self shielding calculation for the pins in the outer

row of a cluster, it was possible to eliminate this spread* For this

series of experiments, which were fully reflected by water, the average

k-effective for 10 cases calculated using the 123 group cross sections

was O.2914±.OO2O, while the average k-effective using the 16 group cross

sections was 0.98O4±.0020.

The next item studied was that of using various reflectors other than

water. Lead and depleted uranium were studied, both alone and in conjunction

with stainless steel. The average k-effective using 123 groups for 8 lead

reflected systems was 0.9781+.0022 while for 16 groups it was 0.97064.0021.

For a depleted uranium reflector using 123 groups the average k-effective

of 10 cases was 0.9983±.0016, and with 16 groups it was 0.9835±.0017.

The calculated k-effectives averaged about 0.5$ lower when stainless steel

was interposed between the array and the reflector than when it was left

out.
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The k-effectives calculated with 16 groups averaged about 1,2$ lover

than those calculated with 123 groups, indicating they are probably inade-

quate for final design calculations.

The 123 group cross sections averaged vithin 1$ of critical except

for the case? in which lead was used as a reflector. The results for lead

reflected systems were non-conservative by as much as 2.5$.
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